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CAT* A* PILLAR
Packed in Displayable Polybag

Cat. No*
CA-25
CA-IOO

UPC
16170
16171

Package
25
100

StA
250

1000

The Dottie CAT'A-PILLAR is a non conductive, low density polyethylene spacer strip consisting of 8 foldaUe
segments. Each segment allows for 1/8" of spacing. It's easy to calculate: If you need 3/8" spacing, just use three
segments.
Determine the depth of the box to the surface and tear or cut the number of 1/8" segments needed. SnapovtT the
screw (no need to remove) and rotate a CAT'A'PILLAR so that the slot faces away from die device. It install quickly
on single or multi-gang boxes. They are reusable, and can be used as a shim or a plastic washer to straighten nooked
devices.

Contractors often come across situations where the cutout for an oudet box is oversized and the box is not flush with
the finished surface. In this situation, the ears of the device have nothing to test on and
become useless. A device without support and left loose is inconvenient, potentially
dangerous, and can lead to broken faceplates. This problem occurs when mirror, marble,
or tile have been added on top of an existing wall, or when old plaster has crumbled.
Even in new construction the code allows a box to be recessed 1 /4"> which is enough to
cause the same problems.
CAT*A'PIL1ARS can solve this problem!

CAT'A* PILLARS arc not intended to be used in lieu of standard means of support under normal
circumstances or when in conflict with governing electrical codes.
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FLAME RETARDANT

Cat. No.
WPI-25 *
WPI-100 **

Std.
500
1000

**'

UPC Package
16180 25
16182 100

*WPI 25 Is packed 25 in a display bag.
WPI 100 ts packed 100 per bag.

Energy saving gaskets prevem the loss of heat and cold through outlets and switches located on outside walls.
Constructed of UL RATED #94HFI listed cross link close cell polyethylene insulating foam.

New one piece design fits: regular toggle or duplex receptacle and Decora Type Toggle and duplex receptacles.

SNAP OUT DESIGN FITS ALL
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